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Temperature measurement of fragment emitting systems in Au1Au 35 MeV/nucleon collisions
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We report on the results of experiments performed to investigate the Au1Au 35 MeV/nucleon reaction. The
reaction products generated in the disassembly of the unique source formed in central collisions and those
coming from the decay of the quasiprojectile in peripheral and midperipheral ones~five different impact
parameters! were identified through a careful data selection based on the study of energy and angular distri-
butions. The excitation energies of the fragment sources have been extracted through a calorimetric method
and by means of a comparison with model calculations. The nuclear temperatures of these decaying systems
have been measured from the relative isotopic abundances and, also for central collisions, from the relative
populations of excited states. The temperatures of the quasiprojectile disassembling systems are slowly in-
creasing going towards smaller impact parameter. The relationship between temperature and excitation energy
seems to be almost independent of the characteristics of the emitting source. The extracted caloric curve shows
a slow monotonic increase with increasing excitation energy. A comparison with data derived from Au frag-
mentation at much higher incident energies is discussed.@S0556-2813~98!04408-2#

PACS number~s!: 21.65.1f, 25.70.Pq, 64.30.1t
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I. INTRODUCTION

Heavy-ion~HI! reactions at intermediate energies provi
information on the general properties of nuclear matter
conditions very different from those of the ground state. T
particular form of the nuclear forces leads, for infini
nuclear matter, to an equation of state~EOS! similar to that
of the Van der Waals gas, which is likewise characterized
the existence of a liquid-gas phase transition@1#. For finite
nuclear systems the situation is more complicated; howe
several experiments@2# in HI reactions around the Ferm
energy showed that many intermediate mass fragm
~IMF! are produced with mass distributions following
power law behavior. Such a power law has been predic
for droplet condensation near the critical point in the liqu
gas phase diagram~droplet model of Fisher@3#!. Moreover,
microscopic statistical models predict the existence o
phase transition at excitation energies where nuclear sys
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undergo multifragment decays@4,5#. Results obtained in Au
induced reactions by the Aladin, EOS, Miniball-MULTIC
~M-M ! Collaborations@6–9# seem to indicate the existenc
of signals related to a possible liquid-gas phase transit
While some of the results of EOS@7# and M-M Collabora-
tions @9# suggest critical behaviors of some observables,
Aladin results@6# and other EOS data@8# rely on the mea-
surement of the temperature of nuclear systems and on
particular shape of the caloric curve. The Aladin results@6#
agree with predictions of statistical multifragmentation mo
els @5# and are reminiscent of a~first order! phase transition
while the EOS experiment@8# suggests that multifragmenta
tion may result from a continuous phase transition near
critical point. The difference lies on the fact that there be@6#
or not @8# a plateau of nearly constant temperatureT
54.5– 5.5 MeV, for excitation energies ranging from abo
4 to 10 MeV/nucleon. Moreover, measurements of the fr
mentation of lighter projectiles~argon! at intermediate ener
gies@10# display temperature values that increase monoto
cally and strongly with deduced excitation energy.

The M-M Collaboration in the Au1Au peripheral colli-
sions at 35 MeV/nucleon found that theZ distribution of
-
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fragments emitted by the quasiprojectile~QP! system in par-
ticular conditions follows a power law behavior@9# with an
exponent oft52.2 as expected by the Fisher model for
temperature near the critical one (Tc).

Here we present and discuss the results of tempera
measurements of nuclear systems formed in central an
peripheral Au1Au collisions for different conditions of ex
citation energies, for an incident energy of 35 MeV/nucle
A region of deduced excitation energy is investigated wh
the temperature was observed alternatively to be roug
constant or slowly increasing as a function of excitation
ergy in the case of Au fragmentation at much higher energ
or to be monotonically and strongly increasing in the case
Argon fragmentation at intermediate energies.

The aim of this study is to investigate the caloric curve
finite nuclear matter, for systems having large size and d
nite characteristics of equilibration and decay, to study
incident energy dependence, and to get information on
existence or nonexistence of a quasi-plateau in
temperature-excitation energy relationship.

In Sec. II a brief description of the experimental cond
tions is given; Sec. III is devoted to describe the methods
temperature measurements and the prescriptions of emi
system identification. In Sec. IV the experimental results
presented and discussed, then the conclusions are draw
Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

In order to investigate the reaction Au1Au at 35 MeV/
nucleon two experiments were performed at the National
perconducting K1200 Cyclotron Laboratory of the Michig
State University. Light charged particles and fragments w
charge up toZ520 were detected at 23°,ulab,160° by the
phoswich detectors of the MSU Miniball hodoscope@11#.
The charge identification thresholds were about 2, 3, 4 M
nucleon in the Miniball forZ53,10,18, respectively. The
angular range 3°,ulab,23° was covered by the MULTICS
array @12#. The identification thresholds in the MULTICS
array were about 1.5 MeV/nucleon for charge identificat
and about 10 MeV/nucleon for mass identification. T
MULTICS array consisted of 48 telescopes, each of wh
was composed of an ionization chamber~IC!, a silicon
position-sensitive detector~Si! and a CsI crystal. Typical en
ergy resolutions were 2%, 1%, and 5% for IC, Si and C
respectively. The geometric acceptance of the combined
ray was greater than 87% of 4p.

In a the two experiments, different gains were used for
MULTICS detectors; one experiment used low amplificati
gains ~LAG experiment! to detect reaction products wit
charge up toZ583, the other used higher amplification gai
~HAG experiment! to allow good isotopic resolution from
light particles up to carbon~Fig. 1!. The multiplicity of de-
tected charged particles (Nc) was used for impact paramete
selection@13#:

b̂5b/bmax5S E
Nc

1`

P~N8c!dN8cD 1/2

.

Here P(Nc) is the charged particle probability distributio
and p•bmax

2 is the measured reaction cross section forNc
>3.
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To obtain the matching between the two experiments
used the Miniball as a counter to make comparison viaNc
multiplicities.

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FRAGMENT
EMISSION SOURCE AND MEASUREMENTS

OF ITS TEMPERATURE

To gain more insight into the characteristics of the calo
curve of finite nuclear systems and the possible existenc
a phase transition, one must measure the temperature
well defined and experimentally identified systems, of diffe
ent excitation energy and size, using reliable thermomete

In HI reactions at intermediate energies several differ
decaying systems are formed depending on impact par
eter. These systems emit fragments~light, intermediate and
heavy mass fragments!, i.e., they behave as fragment sourc
which differ in size, shape, excitation energy, and even
way in which they are formed. For central collisions of sym
metric systems atE/A>50 MeV, collective motion effects
@14#, such as the radial flow, must be taken into accou
Such collective motion affects the mechanism of fragm
formation and decreases the available thermal energy of
fused system. When experimental results from different
actions, at different impact parameters and different incid
energies, are used to construct a caloric curve, particular
must be taken in drawing conclusions. The Au1Au reaction
at 35 MeV/nucleon is well suited for an investigation of th
nuclear caloric curve, because the nuclear systems forme
central, midperipheral, and peripheral, collisions are re
tively large in size~the smallest piece of nuclear matter h
the size of the order of a Au nucleus! and thus apt for ther-
modynamical treatments. Moreover, the incident energy
sufficiently low to render collective expansion unimporta
It is, therefore, meaningful to compare the values of tempe

FIG. 1. TypicalDE-E matrix for charge and mass identification
The isotope resolution is satisfactory from H to C. The inserts sh
the DE-E matrix for H and He isotopes~upper panel! and the par-
ticle identification function forZ56 ~lower panel!.
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tures obtained at different values of the impact paramete
When temperatures are extracted from the characteri

of the emitted fragments, one must clearly identify t
source of these fragments. Here, we mainly use the me
of double ratios of isotope yields@15# with cross checks from
the relative population of particle unstable states@16#. Both
methods require that the considered fragments are em
from the same source. Therefore, from the experime
point of view, one has to adopt a procedure of data anal
which allows to identify the emitting system and assures t
all the selected fragments come from this system. For
purpose we selected events for a given range of impact
rameter and verified that the selected fragments were em
from a unique nearly isotropic source as expected for ther
equilibrium. Finally we fit the energy spectra of each isoto
by a Maxwellian distribution in the rest frame of the emittin
source.

The method of double ratios of isotope yields@15#, which
has been extensively used in the last years in many HI
periments, is based on the following strong assumptions~i!
free nucleons and composite fragments are contained w
a certain volumeV at a single temperatureT and are in
thermal equilibrium;~ii ! it is possible to use the Maxwell
Boltzmann statistics;~iii ! the system has reached the chem
cal equilibrium;~iv! the experimental yield of a fragment
proportional to its density inside the volumeV; ~v! all de-
tected nuclei originate from a single source. The double r
R of the yieldsY of four isotopes in their ground states, pri
to secondary decay is then given by

R5
Y~A1 ,Z1!/Y~A111,Z1!

Y~A2 ,Z2!/Y~A211,Z2!
5

eB/T

a
, ~1!

wherea is a constant related to spin and mass values an

B5BE~Z1 ,A1!2BE~Z1 ,A111!

2BE~Z2 ,A2!1BE~Z2 ,A211!,

andBE(Z,A) is the binding energy of a nucleus with char
Z and massA @15#. Similarly, the ratio of yieldsY of two
states of a given fragment, prior to secondary decay,
given by the equation

Ri j 5
Yi

Yj
5

2Ji11

2Jj11
e2~Ei* 2Ej* !/T, ~2!

where theE* andJ are the excitation energy and spin of th
respective states@16,17#.

In principle, the temperature dependences of the isot
ratio R and excited state ratioRi j allow for determinations of
the temperatureT. However, the fragments can be high
excited and then secondary decays from higher lying st
of the same and heavier nuclei can lead to non-neglig
corrections to the measured ratiosR and Ri j @16,19#. To
reduce the sensitivity to such corrections, it is advisable
choose cases for whichB@T andEi* 2Ej* @T since the un-
certainties onT are proportional toT/B and to T/(Ei*
2Ej* ), respectively.

In Ref. @18# the 36Ar1197Au reaction at 35 MeV/nucleon
was studied and the temperatures of the systems forme
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central collisions were extracted, both from isotope yie
and from excited states populations. The two methods g
consistent temperatures values of about 4 MeV after cor
tion for secondary decay. These values were consistent
published data concerning the caloric curve@6,8#. In this pa-
per we verified the consistency of the two methods for
central Au1Au 35 MeV/nucleon collisions. Then, for pe
ripheral collisions, we used only the double ratio of isoto
yields technique. Some results of these measurements a
this procedure have already been published@20#.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Central collisions

We define central collisions by the cutb̂5b/bmax
,0.3 (bmax.14 fm). For the events satisfying this cond
tion, in the HAG experiment we measured the light isotop
with good mass resolution~see Fig. 1! and in the LAG ex-
periment all the fragments~until the heaviest produced! were
detected with good atomic-number resolution, allowing us
study the multifragmentation of the nuclear systems form
in these central collisions. The analysis of the data collec
in the HAG experiment was made with the aim of measur
the temperatures of the systems observed in the LAG exp
ment and undergoing multifragmentation.

We briefly recall the relevant results obtained in the LA
measurements, already published for central Au1Au 35
MeV/nucleon collisions@21–23#. Several exclusive experi
mental observables indicated that the observed multifr
ment emission is due to the decay of a unique equilibra
system@21#. In the framework of a Monte Carlo many-bod
Coulomb trajectory calculation, fragment emission w
found compatible with a near isotropic decay of a sou
consisting of more than 300 nucleons, of diluted nuclear d
sity, r.r0/4, and life-time smaller than 100 fm/c. A pos-
sible contribution of collective energy, as, e.g., radial flow,
lower than 1 MeV/nucleon@22#. The contribution to the mul-
tifragmentation cross section coming from the decay of p
jectile and targetlike residues was found to be negligib
Comparing the data with a microcanonical statistical mu
fragmentation model~SMM! @24#, fragment emission was
shown@23# to be consistent with the statistical breakup o
single source having Z5126–138, A5315–343, r
.r0/62r0/3, and an excitation energyE* /A'5 –6 MeV.
These main source characteristics are compatible with
dictions of dynamical models based on the Boltzmann N
dheim Vlasov equation. In the mean field approximation a
with a soft equation of state for an impact parameter of 1
after 80 fm/c from the initial stage of the reaction we hav
an equilibrated system with mass'324, charge'136,
nuclear density 'r0/2, and an excitation energy o
'6 MeV/nucleon. The experimental data and their co
parison with models indicate that in central collisions
unique equilibrated source is formed. This result confir
that the basic hypothesis for extracting temperatures from
isotope yield ratio seems to be satisfied.

To be sure that the light isotopes detected in the HA
experiment were emitted from the unique and equilibra
fragment source observed in the LAG experiment, the cho
of the events was made by first imposing constraints onNc
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~same impact parameter interval as in the LAG measu
ments, b̂,0.3) and then accurately inspecting the angul
distributions and the energy spectra of all the detected i
topes in the center of mass of their source.

A difficulty in assessing the isotropy and the Maxwellia
shape of the energy spectra results from the fact that isoto
resolution was only obtained over a limited angular ran
~MULTICS array!. Angular distributions and energy are thu
distorted by the acceptance of the apparatus. To evalu
these distortions, a fragment source isotropically emitting
its c.m. frame was simulated and the calculated angular a
energy distributions of its products were filtered by the a
ceptance of the apparatus. For angles in the c.m. larger t
40°, both angular and energy distributions are strongly d
torted by the acceptance~left panel of Fig. 2!. For smaller
angles the distortions are less important and are of the or
of 20% at maximum, with respect to an isotropic distributio
~Fig. 2!. Therefore we analyzed the central collisions even
looking at the angular distribution of the isotopes in the a
gular range up to 40° in the c.m. frame. For fragments wi
chargeZ.2, the angular distributions are consistent wit
isotropic emission of a single source moving with the cent
of mass velocity, while the H isotopes anda particles show
some enhancement atuc.m.,20° which may reflect contribu-
tions due to preequilibrium emission~right panel of Fig. 2!.
This contamination could affect the values of the temper
tures extracted from ratios involving H and He isotope
Therefore a further event selection has been made: only
events in the angular range 30°,uc.m.,40° have been con-
sidered, where this contamination appears to be negligibl

FIG. 2. Angular distributions for central collisions: detectio
efficiency for MULTICS array and for different emission energie
and angles~calculation related to a massA54 are shown! and
experimental data for some isotopes. Full line: experimental dis
butions, dashed line: simulation~see text!. The vertical lines show
the angular range chosen for the temperature analysis.
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To further check the equilibration of the emitting sourc
we looked at the energy distributions in the c.m. frame
different isotopes. The energy distributions can be stron
influenced by the fact that Coulomb and collective energ
are mass dependent; in this case energy spectra of diffe
isotopes may display different slopes. On the contrary,
thermal energy contribution has to be the same for
masses. By fitting energy distributions with a Maxwellia
function ~for a surface emission!

Y~E!5
~E2E0!

Tslope
2

•e2~E2E0!/Tslope ~3!

we got similar values for the parameter related to the app
ent temperaturesTslope, while the Coulomb repulsion,E0,
was fixed for all isotopes at fixed atomic numberZ corre-
sponding to a source withr51/6 andZ5126 andA5315
~Fig. 3 and Table I!. We usedE0 values calculated for sur
face and volume emission at different nuclear densities,
obtained the same trend for theTslope values. The fact that
Tslope values are higher than those extracted from isoto
ratio or level population ratios can be explained mainly
terms of Fermi-motion of nucleons@25# and variations in the
Coulomb barrier depending on the point of emission with
the system. Differences inTslope values for differentZ frag-
ments can be explained in terms of a Coulomb driven m
tifragment decay@21#. As it appears in Table I some anom
lous behavior is observed for H and He isotopes:
extracted values ofTslope exhibit a mass dependence whic
is large for protons and smaller for He particles. Possib
this might be attributed to some remaining contaminat
from pre-equilibrium emission and sequential decay. On
other hand it should be stressed that the care in selecting
events~angular selection! makes negligible the4He ‘‘back-
ground’’ contribution from pre-equilibrium; contribution
from secondary decays can still remain. Then for tempe

TABLE I. Temperature parameters extracted from a Maxwell
fit procedure of the isotope energy spectra for central (Tslope

c ) and

peripheral (0.7,b̂,0.8 case! (Tslope
p ) collisions.

Z A Tslope
c (MeV) Tslope

p (MeV)

1 1 4.160.5 4.260.5
1 2 8.760.5 4.660.5
1 3 10.260.5 4.860.5
2 3 14.661.5 10.761.5
2 4 12.060.5 8.660.5
2 6 15.061.5 10.661.5
3 6 16.961.5 13.761.5
3 7 18.361.5 15.861.5
3 8 18.961.5 16.061.5
4 7 18.462.0 15.762.0
4 9 16.361.5 15.861.5
4 10 15.762.0 14.162.0
5 10 17.462.0 13.662.0
5 11 15.461.5 13.661.5
5 12 16.862.0 13.062.0
6 12 20.662.0 18.662.0
6 13 21.262.0 19.462.0

i-
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TABLE II. Temperatures extracted from different double yield isotope ratio (Texp) and calculated values after sequential feeding
correction (Tcorr).

b̂ Texp (MeV) Tcorr (MeV) b̂ Texp (MeV) Tcorr (MeV)

3He/4He-6Li/ 7Li .0.95 4.0360.12 4.0160.11
3He/4He-7Li/ 8Li .0.95 3.2460.06 3.6260.07
3He/4He-9Be/10Be .0.95 5.2260.28 3.6760.20
3He/4He-11B/12B .0.95 3.4960.15 3.7160.16
3He/4He-12C/13C .0.95 3.6560.15 3.7160.15
3He/4He-13C/14C .0.95 3.2160.17 3.3960.18
6Li/ 7Li- 11C/12C .0.95 5.3060.74 4.1760.58
7Li/ 8Li- 11C/12C .0.95 3.5360.24 3.9260.27
9Be/10Be-11C/12C .0.95 7.3061.58 3.9460.85
11B/12B-11C/12C .0.95 3.9160.42 3.9660.43
11C/12C-12C/13C .0.95 4.2060.49 4.1060.48

3He/4He-6Li/ 7Li 0.9–0.95 4.2260.09 4.1960.09
3He/4He-7Li/ 8Li 0.9–0.95 3.2960.05 3.6960.06
3He/4He-9Be/10Be 0.9–0.95 5.0960.21 3.6060.15
3He/4He-11B/12B 0.9–0.95 3.5360.11 3.7560.13
3He/4He-12C/13C 0.9–0.95 3.9460.14 4.0260.15
3He/4He-13C/14C 0.9–0.95 3.3560.13 3.5560.14
6Li/ 7Li- 11C/12C 0.9–0.95 4.7160.50 3.8060.40
7Li/ 8Li- 11C/12C 0.9–0.95 3.3960.19 3.7560.21
9Be/10Be-11C/12C 0.9–0.95 6.0160.90 3.5360.53
11B/12B-11C/12C 0.9–0.95 3.7060.30 3.7460.30
11C/12C-12C/13C 0.9–0.95 4.2560.42 4.1560.41

3He/4He-6Li/ 7Li 0.8–0.9 4.4260.08 4.3960.08
3He/4He-7Li/ 8Li 0.8–0.9 3.4660.04 3.9160.04
3He/4He-9Be/10Be 0.8–0.9 5.6060.19 3.8560.13
3He/4He-11B/12B 0.8–0.9 3.6660.09 3.9060.09
3He/4He-12C/13C 0.8–0.9 3.8860.10 3.9560.10
3He/4He-13C/14C 0.8–0.9 3.7560.12 4.0060.13
6Li/ 7Li- 11C/12C 0.8–0.9 4.7160.35 3.8060.28
7Li/ 8Li- 11C/12C 0.8–0.9 3.4960.14 3.8760.15
9Be/10Be-11C/12C 0.8–0.9 6.3260.71 3.6360.41
11B/12B-11C/12C 0.8–0.9 3.7260.21 3.7660.22
11C/12C-12C/13C 0.8–0.9 3.9860.26 3.8960.26

3He/4He-6Li/ 7Li 0.7–0.8 4.6060.07 4.5760.07
3He/4He-7Li/ 8Li 0.7–0.8 3.6760.03 4.1860.04
3He/4He-9Be/10Be 0.7–0.8 6.4760.19 4.2460.12
3He/4He-11B/12B 0.7–0.8 3.9560.07 4.2260.07
3He/4He-12C/13C 0.7–0.8 4.0560.08 4.1360.08
3He/4He-13C/14C 0.7–0.8 3.9060.10 4.1860.11

6Li/ 7Li- 11C/12C 0.7–0.8 4.6660.26 3.7660.21
7Li/ 8Li- 11C/12C 0.7–0.8 3.6260.11 4.0260.12
9Be/10Be-11C/12C 0.7–0.8 7.0260.65 3.8660.36
11B/12B-11C/12C 0.7–0.8 3.9160.17 3.9560.17
11C/12C-12C/13C 0.7–0.8 4.0260.20 3.9260.20

3He/4He-6Li/ 7Li 0.6–0.7 4.8860.05 4.8560.05
3He/4He-7Li/ 8Li 0.6–0.7 3.8960.03 4.4760.03
3He/4He-9Be/10Be 0.6–0.7 6.9460.15 4.4460.10
3He/4He-11B/12B 0.6–0.7 4.0660.05 4.3560.05
3He/4He-12C/13C 0.6–0.7 4.2560.06 4.3460.07
3He/4He-13C/14C 0.6–0.7 4.1560.08 4.4660.08
6Li/ 7Li- 11C/12C 0.6–0.7 4.9160.20 3.9360.16
7Li/ 8Li- 11C/12C 0.6–0.7 3.8260.09 4.2860.10
9Be/10Be-11C/12C 0.6–0.7 7.4660.51 3.9860.27
11B/12B-11C/12C 0.6–0.7 3.9860.12 4.0360.12
11C/12C-12C/13C 0.6–0.7 4.1960.16 4.0960.15

3He/4He-6Li/ 7Li 0.5–0.6 5.0560.06 5.0160.06
3He/4He-7Li/ 8Li 0.5–0.6 4.1060.03 4.7460.03
3He/4He-9Be/10Be 0.5–0.6 7.7460.19 4.7560.12
3He/4He-11B/12B 0.5–0.6 4.2460.06 4.5660.06
3He/4He-12C/13C 0.5–0.6 4.3860.07 4.4860.07
3He/4He-13C/14C 0.5–0.6 4.4760.09 4.8360.10
6Li/ 7Li- 11C/12C 0.5–0.6 4.8560.20 3.8960.16
7Li/ 8Li- 11C/12C 0.5–0.6 3.9360.09 4.4160.10
9Be/10Be-11C/12C 0.5–0.6 7.9160.59 4.1160.31
11B/12B-11C/12C 0.5–0.6 4.0560.13 4.1060.13
11C/12C-12C/13C 0.5–0.6 4.1860.16 4.0860.16

3He/4He-6Li/ 7Li ,0.3 4.6860.07 4.6460.07
3He/4He-7Li/ 8Li ,0.3 4.0360.04 4.6560.04
3He/4He-9Be/10Be ,0.3 7.1060.19 4.5060.14
3He/4He-11B/12B ,0.3 4.0460.06 4.1460.06
3He/4He-12C/13C ,0.3 4.0960.07 4.3360.07
3He/4He-13C/14C ,0.3 4.0360.08 4.1760.08
6Li/ 7Li- 11C/12C ,0.3 4.7360.22 3.8160.18
7Li/ 8Li- 11C/12C ,0.3 4.0060.11 4.5060.11
9Be/10Be-11C/12C ,0.3 7.8460.64 4.0960.33
11B/12B-11C/12C ,0.3 4.0060.14 4.0560.14
11C/12C-12C/13C ,0.3 4.0560.17 3.9660.17
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ture measurements the present analysis allows us to us
the isotopes, except for those of the H for which contami
tions can affect the isotope ratio. The remaining contribut
from secondary decays to the4He yield will be corrected as
explained at the end of this paragraph. It is worthwhile
note that the energy spectra of3He and 6He show an iden-
tical shape~sameE0 and sameTslope) and that it is the4He
spectrum which is slightly different. This small difference
the 4He energy distribution might be interpreted as an in
cation of a later emission of4He with respect to the othe
isotopes@26#. Moreover, as collective energies are mass
pendent while the thermal energy is not, the identity of
all
-
n

-

-
e

energy spectra of3He-6He is a strong indication of the ab
sence of important collective motions in this reaction.

The results on the angular and energy analysis of
events confirm that the conditions of equilibration of the is
tope source seem to be satisfied and that the isotope r
method to extract temperatures can be applied.

Once the set of data coming from a single source is
fined, the good isotopic resolution~up to carbon! allows the
extraction of temperatures from a high number of isoto
ratios ~41!.

Figure 4 shows isotope-ratio temperatures as a functio
B @see Eq.~1!#. The best thermometers are those that d
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with yields of isotopes with large difference in the grou
state binding energies; in fact for largeB values we observe
that the extracted temperatures tend towards a value of a
4 MeV. Figure 5~g! and Table II give the values for 1
thermometers withB.9 MeV ~open circles!. While event
selection is different from our previous work@20# the present
results are consistent. In addition to the previously stud
ratios involving 3He/4He, the present work includes heavie
isotope double ratios6Li/ 7Li- 11C/12C, 7Li/ 8Li- 11C/12C,
9Be/10Be-11C/12C, 11B/12B-11C/12C, 11C/12C-12C/13C,
which give completely compatible results. The errors of
temperatures obtained with the11C thermometers are large
than the others because of the very low yield of this isoto
Besides the statistical errors we evaluated the uncertain
due to the overall background and the possible12C contami-

FIG. 3. Energy distributions and Maxwellian fit for differen
isotopes in central collisions.

FIG. 4. Temperature extracted from different isotope thermo
eters as a function of theB parameter@15# for central collisions.
ut

d

e

e.
es

nation of the11C yield. This contamination of the11C yield
is estimated to be less than 10% and contributes to the
tematic error of the temperature determination by less t
3%.

The fluctuations in the temperature obtained from diff
ent thermometers are likely due to secondary decays
highly excited fragments. As explained in Ref.@16# sequen-
tial decay calculations, to evaluate the modification to
initial distributions due to the particle whose decay feeds
measured yields, were used. In these calculations the ex
states of primary emitted fragments are assumed to be t
mally populated; unknown spins and parities of low lyin
discrete states were assigned randomly and the calcula
were repeated to assess the sensitivities of the popula
probabilities to these spectroscopic uncertainties. For the
tope ratios involving11C an empirical procedure was used
explained in Refs.@19,27#. It was then possible to use em
pirical correction factors to strongly reduce these fluctu
tions; this correction procedure is described in Refs.@19,27#
-

FIG. 5. Temperature extracted@~a!–~f! peripheral collisions;~g!
central#, from the ‘‘best’’ isotope thermometers as a function of t
B parameter@15#, from experimental data~open points! and after
correction for sequential decay feeding@19,27# ~solid circles!.
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where it has been shown for temperatures in the neigh
hood of about 4 MeV that the correction factors do not d
pend strongly on the reaction or on the decaying system@19#.
The corrected temperature values are plotted in Fig. 5~g! ~full
circles! and reported in Table II.

The calculations are made assuming a temperatureT0 of
the emitting source; we were able to reproduce all the te
peratures measured with the 12 thermometers starting fro
value of 4.360.4 MeV. The present value can be assum
as the breakup temperatureT0 of the large size nuclear sys
tem formed in central collisions. This result is in agreem
with the slightly higher value of 4.460.2 @20# obtained from
the family of the3He/4He thermometers. SMM calculation
which describe the present data@23# require an excitation
energy ofE* /A'5 –6 MeV. This pair of values (E* '5 –6
MeV/nucleon;T054.3) is compatible with the existing dat
for the caloric curve@6,8# which give a temperature valu
between 4 and 5 MeV in this excitation energy range.

The isotope ratio temperatures are compared to those
tained from the method of the excited states of5Li, 4He, and
10B @20#. We find good agreement between the excited s
temperature ofT54.260.6 MeV and the current tempera
ture ofT54.360.4 MeV. At the present excitation energie
this consistency suggests that the local thermal equilibr
of the system formed in very central collisions is attaine
and shows that the collective motions, if present, are ne
gible, and that the corrections, introduced to take into
count the sequential decay of the fragments in the case o
isotope yield ratio method, are reliable.

B. Peripheral collisions

The regimeb̂.0.5 was investigated with a focus on fra
ments emitted from the quasiprojectile~QP! system. To re-
move reaction products coming from quasitarget or n
emission, we analyzed the events for 6 differentb̂ intervals
~see first column of Table III! with the additional selection o
isotopes which have a velocity component parallel to
beam larger than 5 cm/ns in the laboratory frame~the veloc-
ity of the beam is 8.2 cm/ns!. Furthermore, in order to selec

FIG. 6. Angular distributions for events falling in the range

impact parameter 0.7,b̂,0.8 @full line, experimental data; dot-
dashed line, calculated values from simulation (vQP56.7 cm/ns)#.
The vertical line show the angular range chosen for the tempera
analysis.
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events coming from the QP disassembly we simulate
source emitting isotropically in the c.m. of the QP. The sim
lated distributions were filtered by the acceptance of the
paratus. Since different velocities of the QP source yield d
ferent angular and energy experimental distributions in
c.m. of the QP, a best fit to the experimental distribution
all isotopes from H to C was used to extract the velocity
the QP emitting source (vQP) for each cut on impact param
eter ~see the second column of Table III!. As may be ex-
pectedvQP decreases going from peripheral towards midp
ripheral collisions~Table III!. This decrease in QP velocity i
directly related to an increase on excitation energy of
emitting QP source. It should be noted that a uniquevQP for
each selected impact parameter reproduces the experim
angular distribution of each isotope, consistent with the
tion that all the isotopes come from the same source.

The simulations indicate that distortions in the angu
distribution, due to detection inefficiencies, are negligible
the range up to 60° in the QP c.m. frame. Figure 6 gives
example of the experimental~full lines! and simulated~dot-
dashed lines! angular distribution forvQP56.7 cm/ns~best

fit result! in the 0.7,b̂,0.8 case for different fragments.
In order to better check the selection of the emitti

source we also studied the energy distributions of the emi
isotopes. As for the case of central collisions, the distrib
tions have Maxwellian shapes, and theTslope are similar
~within errors! for all isotopes, except for H and He~see
Table I and Fig. 7!. Further the3He and6He energy spectra
have similar shapes while the4He spectrum indicates a
smallerTslope. This holds for all cuts on impact paramet
considered. Therefore, even in these cases, we have in
tions that the conditions of the equilibration of the fragme
ing systems are satisfied. Starting from the obtainedvQP val-
ues we can fix an upper limit to the excitation energy (Eul* )
of the source in a naive way using the energy conserva
~Table III!:

re

FIG. 7. Energy distributions and Maxwellian fit for differen
isotopes in peripheral collisions.
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TABLE III. Velocities, excitation energies, isotopic temperatures, and breakup temperatures of the
ting sources for different impact parameter intervals.

b̂ vsource Eul* /A ECal* ESMM* Tiso T0

~cm/ns! ~MeV/nucleon! ~MeV/nucleon! ~MeV/nucleon! ~MeV! ~MeV!

.0.95 7.260.1 3.5 2.060.7 2.260.6 3.4 3.760.2
0.9–0.95 7.060.1 4.3 3.161.0 3.660.8 3.5 3.860.2
0.8–0.9 6.960.1 4.6 4.061.1 4.260.8 3.6 3.960.2
0.7–0.8 6.760.1 5.3 4.961.3 4.960.8 3.8 4.160.2
0.6–0.7 6.560.1 5.7 5.761.2 5.560.6 3.9 4.360.2
0.5–0.6 6.360.1 6.2 6.261.1 5.960.5 4.1 4.560.2
,0.3 5.560.5 4.0 4.360.4
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2
Ebeam2mQPvQP82 D , ~4!

wheremQP has been chosen as the mass of a Au nucleus,vQP82

is the QP velocity in the center of mass frame and the fa
1/2 takes into account the projectile-target symmetry and
assumptions that on average there is an equal sharing o
citation energy between the two systems. In this way
completely neglect the excitation energy transferred to
neck or fireball system, if formed.

Excitation energies were estimated in two ways:~i! ex-
ploiting the measured energies and the observed mass o
reaction products in the complete events (.80% of the total
charge and total momentum! recorded in the LAG experi-
ment and making use of the calorimetric method@31#; ~ii !
assuming the equilibration of the emitting systems and us
the SMM to describe the experimental findings of the fra
ment emission. In the first evaluation the QP was rec
structed as in Ref.@32# and its velocity was obtained from
the study of fragment momentum distribution@22#. Within
the experimental uncertainties the velocity values are
same as those obtained in the HAG measurements~listed in
Table III! for the same impact parameter interval. The ex
tation energy of each system was, then, calculated summ
up the kinetic energies of the charged particles, fragme
and neutrons emitted from the considered nucleus in
frame and theQ value~energy difference between the initia
and final masses!, taking into account the mass and isosp
conservation. The multiplicity of neutrons, not detected
the experiments, was calculated from the difference betw
the mass of each primary hot nucleus and the sum of
charged products. It was assumed that each neutron h
mean kinetic energy corresponding to the same tempera
of other reaction products. The obtained values of the e
tation energies per nucleon are listed in Table III.

The second excitation energy evaluation is similar to t
used for central collisions: the statistical model SMM w
used to describe the decay of the QP by fitting the meas
charge distribution obtained from the LAG experiment a
the best fit excitation energy was extracted as that of
emitting source. The calculation were made for a Au nucl
with one third normal density and excitation energies ra
ing from zero to 8 MeV/nucleon considering a flat ener
distribution. The velocity of the fragment source was a
sumed as in the experimental case~changing from 8 to abou
or
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6 cm/ns, depending on the excitation energy!. We stress that
even if the excitation energy andNc are on the average
correlated, one has to take into account that for a given va
of excitation energyNc fluctuates in the exit channel of th
reaction @28# and therefore one has to consider excitati
energy intervals to reproduce data. The events generate
SMM for different input excitation energies were filtered b
the apparatus. Only filtered SMM events satisfying the c
dition that at least 70% of the source charge had been
tected were used for further analyses. Indeed this condi
allows to observe~after the filter! an excitation energy dis
tribution flat as the input one, so that the distortions int
duced by the filter are small. Each experimental charge
tribution was reproduced by properly choosing SM
excitation energy intervals. It was found that the minimu
value of the excitation energy is fixed by the reproduction
the high tail of the charge distribution, while the upper val
is fixed by the reproduction of the yield of light fragments.
Fig. 8 the experimental charge distributions and the co
sponding SMM predictions are shown for the 6 impact p
rameter intervals. The predicted and experimental charge
tributions were normalized to the number of events, so t
the vertical scale of Fig. 8 represents both for the experim
tal data and for the SMM predictions the mean elemen
multiplicity per event. As it can be seen from Fig. 8 th

FIG. 8. Charge distributions for peripheral and midperiphe
collisions ~open point: experimental data; histogram: SMM pred
tions!.
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reproduction of all the spectra is very good.
In Table III the excitation energy ranges used to g

agreement between SMM predictions and experimental
are summarized. Assuming less diluted sources, for fi
value of the temperature, the excitation energy must ass
higher values, approaching theEul* ones.

Within the uncertainties of the two procedures there i
good agreement between the values predicted by SMM
those obtained with the calorimetric method. In both eva
ations the mass of the QP does not play an important r
since, when the excitation energy per nucleon is conside
all the quantities scale in the same way. As a check,
changed the mass of the decay system of a 20% and we
not find any noticeable difference in theE* /A.

Finally, selecting events in the rangeuQPCM,60°, we ex-
tracted the temperatures of each system formed at differeb̂
by means of the isotope ratio method@Figs. 5~a!–5~f!#. As
discussed in the previous section the best thermometers
those with high values of theB parameter; in Table III are
reported the average valuesTiso of the temperatures of th
thermometers with highestB values. As in central collisions
the fluctuations in values extracted from different thermo
eters are attributed to secondary sequential decays of ex
primary fragments, and they can be strongly reduced
means of empirical correction factors@19#. Using this proce-
dure @19,27# the average breakup temperatureT0 has been
obtained for each impact parameter interval. These val
listed in Table III, are slowly increasing with the excitatio
energy.

C. Discussion

In Fig. 9 the extracted breakup temperaturesT0 are plot-
ted as a function of the excitation energy for which SM
predictions match the experimental charge distributio
They show a slow, continuous increase with excitation
ergy. Even considering the experimental uncertainties
temperature of the nuclear system formed at 0.5,b̂,0.6 is
slightly higher than that of the ‘‘central’’ one, but even i
excitation energy is slightly higher. This could be due to t

FIG. 9. Present experimental breakup temperature as a fun
of excitation energy~the open square is for central collisions!; the
solid curve represents the SMM predictions for the caloric curv
t
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fact that in the central collisions a small amount of ener
~less than 1 MeV/nucleon! might be gone in some collectiv
motion ~e.g., radial flow!. In Fig. 9 the present results ar
shown together with the predictions of the SMM for th
freeze-out break-up temperatures~the open square refers t
central collisions!. The calculated values disagree with tho
extracted from the data both in magnitude and in the dep
dence on energy.

To have a comparison with the results of Refs.@6,8# we
plotted in Fig. 10 the temperatures obtained with t
6Li/ 7Li- 3He/4He thermometer (THe,Li) as a function of the
excitation energy together with the results of the other m
surements which used the same thermometer. It should
noted that the absoluteT values in the three experimenta
results are obtained with different feeding correction p
scriptions. It is interesting to note that the values of the te
perature extracted in the present analysis and those extra
via the analyses of Refs.@6–8# are similar even though the
present study was performed at a much lower bombard
energy. As far as the shape of the caloric curve is concer
the present results show a slow monotonic increasing be
ior, both for breakupT0 and THe,Li temperatures, similar to
the trend of EOS data@8#, rather than that indicated by th
Aladin experiment @6#. However the present values a
slightly higher than the EOS ones and closer to the Ala
data.

Moreover one has to note that the temperature extra
for the large and diluted emitting source formed in cent
collisions meets very well with the peripheral ones even
we are in presence of very different emitting systems. It
pears that nuclear density, size, and Coulomb explosion h
a small effect on the relationship between excitation ene
and temperature.

In Fig. 10 the caloric curve predicted by the SMM fo
THe,Li ~taking into account the secondary decays! is also
shown. It appears that the values of the isotope temperat

on FIG. 10. Experimental caloric curve: open point, Ref.@6#;
double squared open point, Ref.@8#; full point, present data~the full
square is for the central collisions!; the solid line represents th
low-temperature approximation of a fermionic system for an
verse level density parameter of 10 MeV; the dashed line is rela
to double isotope temperature extracted starting from SMM pre
tions for a 197Au source.
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are similar, but the experimental decreasing at lower exc
tion energies is much slower than the predicted one. It sho
be noted that, while this model predicts the existence o
plateau in the caloric curve when the initial temperature
considered, this plateau vanishes when the temperatur
that obtained with the isotope ratios. Moreover the SM
predictions forTHe,Li are smaller than the initial temperatur
in fair agreement with the experimental data. The reaso
that the isotope temperature predicted by SMM reflects s
ondary deexcitations of primary hot fragments whose exc
tion is smaller than the initial of the system, e.g., for init
excitation energy of 5 MeV/nucleon the average excitat
of fragments is around 3 MeV/nucleon. In addition the s
ondary breakup gives a ‘‘cooling effect’’ providing an add
tional temperature decrease. All these effects are co
quences of the energy conservation law included in the SM
model and disregarded in original treatment of Ref.@15# for
the isotope ratio temperature. Therefore we must take
account that, according to SMM predictions, the tempera
of the system at the break-up moment could be aroun
MeV even if the experimental extracted one is of the orde
4.5 MeV.

Very recently@28–30# there has been a further theoretic
effort to study the caloric curve of finite systems. Though
calculations be based on different theoretical approach~finite
temperature Thomas-Fermi theory, dynamic statist
model, SMM!, all these studies predict a liquid-gas pha
transition in the excitation energy range 4–10 MeV/nucle
and for temperatures of the order of 5–6 MeV. In Ref.@29#
the authors discuss also the possibility that the presence
collective radial flow leads the systems to move from a c
tinuous phase transition to a sharp first order phase tra
tion. They relate the presence of a plateau in the Ala
results to a possible compression of the system.

In Refs.@9,33# we showed that in the same reaction~LAG
experiment! the peripheral events, in which the largest fra
ment has a velocity along the beam axis larger or equa
75% of the beam velocity, present signals compatible w
the presence of a liquid-gas phase transition near the cri
temperature. Since the 75% of the beam velocity is 6.2
ns, all the events here considered forb̂.0.5 satisfy this con-
dition and, therefore, if that phase transition is really prese
we may argue that the temperature of the most excited
tem formed in the peripheral collisions could be very close
the critical temperature.

Moreover, it has to be noted that within the framework
classical molecular dynamics model~CMD! @33#, which pre-
dicts critical behaviors, the reaction Au1Au at 35 MeV/
nucleon leads to a formation of a system undergoing
liquid-gas phase transition just aroundb̂50.5–0.8 @33#.
From the experimental point of view we can say that~i! we
measured the temperature of the system formed in mid
ripheral collisions,~ii ! it was observed that this system see
to present signals compatible with criticality@9#, and~iii ! its
temperature is about 4.5 MeV and its excitation energy
around 6 MeV/nucleon.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the study of the Au1Au 35 MeV/nucleon reaction it
has been possible to investigate the characteristics of
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different types of emitting sources: the unique one with
very large size formed in central collisions and six qu
siprojectile sources having different excitation energies
peripheral ones. All these sources emit several light and
termediate mass fragments. The experimental angular
energy distributions of these fragments and model calc
tions indicate that these sources have reached a thermal
librium and that they are in conditions similar to those o
served in the multifragmentation of the projectile
peripheral collisions at higher energies. We measured
temperatures of these emitting systems with a high num
of isotopes ratios~41!. The best thermometers are those w
a high value of theB parameter of Eq.~1!, therefore we used
only those withB.10 MeV. In this way we had 12 mea
surements of the temperature for each nuclear system,
which do not use the3He/4He ratio, but involve heavier
isotopes for which the problem of pre-equilibrium contam
nation is expected to be less important. The values of th
temperatures have been corrected empirically for secon
decays and a very good agreement has been found for a
12 corrected temperatures.

For central collisions the temperature of the system
been also measured with the population of excited state
5Li, 4He, and10B; good agreement was found between t
results obtained with these different techniques. In the st
of peripheral and midperipheral collisions we observed t
the temperatures of the QP disassembling systems are sl
increasing going towards smaller impact parameter. We a
investigated the excitation energy of these six QP system
means of a calorimetric measurement and of a compar
with SMM model in order to get information on the calor
curve of the finite nuclear matter.

First of all we noted that the peripheral collision resu
are consistent with those extracted for the large sys
formed in central collisions. This suggests that the relati
ship between temperature and excitation energy seems to
pend weakly on detailed characteristics of the emitt
source~such as nuclear density and size!.

Moreover, we compared our data to those obtained by
Aladin and EOS Collaborations for the QP system at mu
higher energies; the values of the temperatures are in
overall agreement. Our data indicate a slow increase of
temperature with the excitation energy, qualitatively simi
to the EOS results. This increase has been interpreted by
EOS collaboration in forms of a continuous phase transit
near the critical point.

The predictions of a statistical model~SMM! for the
THe,Li vs E* /nucleon curve are in fair agreement with expe
mental data, however this model gives higher values for
freeze-out temperatures.

For the present reaction model calculations~CMD! sug-
gest that for midperipheral collisions there should be the
currence of a liquid-gas phase transition; theoretical stat
cal model~SMM! predict that a phase transition will occu
for systems having excitation energies around 5–6 Me
nucleon, in rough correspondence to the value experim
tally extracted for the system investigated. Previous exp
mental results showed the possible presence of sig
compatible with criticality for systems formed in these co
lisions. We measured the temperature of these systems
if the phase transition really occurs near the critical poi
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then the extracted breakup temperature should be close t
critical one.
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